**Objective**

This phone call will discuss the arrangement for the videoconference for the Vision Group. Dates and preparations for the WGTI and the EIBD could also be addressed.

1. **Vision Group**
   
a. 4th October videoconference:
   
i. We sent a draft agenda via the Delegation: is the proposed agenda acceptable?
   
ii. From EU side the meeting will be chaired by Professor Pelkmans. Will you be introducing (leading) this first meeting?
   
iii. Agenda first full meeting in Jakarta: we should agree on a detailed agenda for the 2nd December soonest.
   
iv. Logistic and side events: where you plan to have the meeting? Any social side events?

b. Now that pressure is off ASEAN/China and you are talking with EFTA, Turkey and others, what are the developments on your thoughts on possible bilateral negotiations?  

2. **Working Group on Trade and Investment**
   
a. Appreciate the follow-up meetings in Jakarta and happy with progress (revised halal regulation, cosmetics regulations, BPOM registrations). Still to organise: food & beverages and industry & environment, before WGTI-3
   
b. Is the 1st December acceptable to you for the newt WGTI-3. We can also use this to get feedback from the EIB just before. Any specific agenda items from your side?

3. **Business Dialogue: EIBD**
   
a. We received the invitation from Minister Pangestu but Commissioner De Gucht has busy schedule so is unlikely to attend. We are exploring possible high level participation from EU.